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ABSTRACT 
The techniques and instrumentation involved in making precise 
geophysical measurements at sea are evaluated in terms of their useful¬ 
ness for relocating a position in the deep ocean to within 100 feet. 
The chief advantages of geophysical techniques for this applica¬ 
tion are independence of shore-based aids and weather, and the relative 
simplicity of the instrumentation. 
The chief limitation of these techniques is the absence of suffi¬ 
cient data for application to precision navigation. Geophysical tech¬ 
niques are thus limited to navigation relative to a fixed reference point 
rather than with reference to the geodetic coordinates. 
The techniques which are immediately applicable to precision 
navigation are: 
(1) Soundings recorded on the Precision Depth Recorder used as 
lines of position. 
(2) The use of transponding acoustic beacons as position keepers. 
(3) The recording of line-of-position information from several 
sources simultaneously on the Precision Depth Recorder providing a plot 
of "fixes" against time and giving a visual indication of homing on a 
position. 
The techniques which require further development are: 
(1) The use of magnetic intensity lines of position. 
(2) The use of gravity intensity lines of position. 
Present gravity measurement technique is useful, however, for 
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GEOPHYSICAL TECHNIQUES FOR PRECISION NAVIGATION AT SEA 
INTRODUCTION 
Over the past ten years, a considerable amount of experience has 
been accumulated in the precise measurement of geophysical phenomena 
in the deep ocean. Personnel of the Lamont Geological Observatory, 
for example, have obtained detailed profile records of submarine topo¬ 
graphy of over 100, 000 miles of track, and have made over Z500 
gravity measurements in submarines with the sensitive Vening Meinesz 
apparatus. Measurements of the earth's magnetic field intensity with 
a flux-gate magnetometer have been made over 60, 000 miles of track 
and hundreds of precise measurements of sediment thicknesses and 
velocities have been made using seismic refraction and reflection 
techniques. It is the purpose of this report to evaluate some of the 
techniques, instrumentation and da^a involved in these measurements 
in terms of their usefulness for application to the problems of precision 
navigation in the deep ocean. 
The need for a more precise navigation technique than the usual 
combination of Deajf’Reckoning, LORAN and Star Sights has been recog¬ 
nized by marine geophysicists for some time. While instrumentation has 
been developed to measure depth to the order of one foot, gravity to the 
order of one milligal and magnetic intensity to the order of one gamma, 
the usual positional accuracy correlated with these precise measurements 
has been of the order of one mile. Inaccuracy of horizontal control is 
now the limiting feature of much marine geophysical work and in some 
cases completely inhibits the solution of a problem. A precision naviga- 
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tion system is considered here to be one which allows relocation of a po¬ 
sition at sea with an error of the order of 100 feet. 
There are several features of marine geophysical measurements 
and techniques which are attractive for the precision navigation applica¬ 
tion. The geophysical methods considered here are independent of shore- 
based aids and almost completely independent of weather conditions0 The 
instrumentation involved is relatively simple and some of it has proven 
its reliability over many yea.rs of use at sea. Furthermore, the instru¬ 
mentation now in existence or already under development promises to 
be of sufficient sensitivity to yield the desired precision of data for navi¬ 
gational use. 
• 
The chief limitation to the use of geophysical methods for precis¬ 
ion navigation is the scarcity of geophysical data. In order to use a to¬ 
pographic, magnetic or gravimetric line of position for navigation, a 
chart must be available indicating the location of these lines of position 
on the reference surface of the earth. At the present time, the data 
available for the preparation of such a chart is wholly inadequate for 
navigational use to the order of accuracy considered here. The geophys¬ 
ical technique of using a submarine acoustic buoy, /which by itself can. 
indicate a position with the required accuracy, also requires a survey to 
refer the position to the geodetic coordinate system. 
Theoretically, there is no insurmountable obstacle to making the 
surveys required to implement geophysical navigation techniques over 
the whole oceanic area. The ocean bottom is abundant in characteristic 
features which may be used as base stations for triangulation surveys. 
Where such features are absent, the Acoustic Position Keeper described 
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below may be used as an item of portable topography to good advantage„ 
With the use of celestial, radio and other navigation aids where appli¬ 
cable, and the proper statistical techniques of data reduction, it seems 
entirely feasible to construct adequate geophysical navigation charts„ 
The practical considerations involved in such a prodigious undertaking 
as geophysically surveying the Earth's oceanic areas do seem forbid¬ 
ding at the present time„ However, it is safe to assume that in time, 
and in one way or another, the constant pursuit of scientific knowledge 
about the structure., composition and history of the Earth will result in 
the production of enough data to make possible precise marine naviga¬ 
tion by geophysical methods. 
Practical considerations have their advantageous sides also. 
The chief requirements for precision marine navigation in scientific 
studies, cable-laying, military uses, etc,, are concerned with specific 
major structural features of the ocean bottom such as seamounts, can¬ 
yons, and abyssal plains and the magnetic and gravity anomalies which 
may be associated with them. For many purposes, the geodetic coordi¬ 
nates of such features are of no practical importance whereas the rela¬ 
tive configuration of the topographic, magnetic or gravity lines of position 
is essential. Surveys of features such as seamounts, for example, may 
be made to a high order of precision relative to a basepoint on the sea¬ 
mount with existing equipment and techniques. Such a survey may be re¬ 
ferred to the geodetic coordinate system by the use of celestial, radio or 
other techniques to locate the basepoint,, The capabilities of geophysical 
navigation techniques, however, may be put to use at once. 
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It should be noted also that ultimately all systems of navigation 
must rely on geodetic measurements to obtain the true figure of the 
Earth's surface which is used as a reference., At present, the best ap¬ 
proximation to the true figure of the Earth is based on gravity measure¬ 
ments, scarce and inadequate as they are. In addition, navigational 
systems which depend on a vertical reference must rely on gravity 
measurements for corrections of errors due to deflection of the ver¬ 
tical, unless the beginning and end of the navigation track are on the 
same geodetic datum. 
SOUNDINGS 
The Precision Depth Recorder (PDR) is a recording instrument 
used for timing the travel of bottom-reflected acoustic pulses trans¬ 
mitted by echo- sounding equipment. It displays the travel-time in a 
precise and integrated fashion so that a detailed profile of the ocean 
bottom underneath the ship's track is obtained. The main features of the 
PDR are: a tuning-fork- controlled driving frequency; a slip-free syn¬ 
chronous mechanical drive system; a dry, electrosensitive recording 
paper; a scanning rate which produces a highly expanded time scale; 
automatic indexing and calibration of the record as it is made. The 
PDR has been described in great detail in several reports (Luskin et 
al, 1954), (Luskin and Roberts, 1955), (Luskin and Israel, 1956). The 
instrument is illustrated in .Figure 1 and a typical record is shown in 
Figure 2. The Precision Depth Recorder is designed to be coupled to 
the transmitter, receiver and transducer of a standard echo-sounding 
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system and is limited in operating depth only by the power and signal/ 
noise capabilities of this system. The depth indicated on the record 
is based on the assumptions of an average vertical velocity of sound 
in sea water of 4800 feet/secord and that the first echo return is from 
directly beneath the ship’s track. In order to obtain the true depth be¬ 
neath the ship's track it is necessary to know and correct for the "rue 
sound velocity and to correct for the effects of topographic slopes and 
effective transducer beam angles. However, for the purpose of apply¬ 
ing topographic data to navigation, and indeed for most scientific pur¬ 
poses, it is unnecessary to make these corrections. The really 
essential features of the echo -sounding record are the detail and relia¬ 
bility of ;be relative bottom morphology. 
For the application of the echo- sounding record to navigation it 
is desirable that the record show as much detail of the character of the 
bottom as possible so that it is easily recognizable. It is also desirable 
that the record so used be as free from instrumental error as possible 
so that the recorded detail may be relied upon for recognition. It is 
manifestly unnecessary to know either the true shape or depth of the 
bottom as long as the actual data may be repeatedly recorded with the 
same instruments to sufficient accuracy. 
The depth scale of the Precision Depth Recorder Mark V is 
18, 85 inches equals 400 fathoms or approximately 1 mm, equals 1 
fathom. The maximum instantaneous error on a single scan of the 
record due to instrumental jitter is „ 015%, about one part in 7000 or 
0, 4 feet. In the recording of repetitive pulse phenomena with a high 
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sampling density as in the case of the PDR, the drift or cumulative 
position error of the linear scan is of chief importance. Under ordinary 
operating conditions, this error amounts to one scan in twelve days at 
one scan per second, or one part per million. The minimum sampling 
rate of an echo-sounding system using the PDR is 30 per minute. For 
a ship traveling at 10 knots, one sample would be obtained for every 33 
feet. The instrumental accuracy of the PDR is limited only by the scale 
expansion of the present model. If we assume 0„ 5 mm. to be the minimum 
readable unit, the uncertainty in the depth reading amounts to less than 
one fathom. This error is the same for any known depth of the ocean. 
For a desired positional accuracy of 100 feet, the limit of sensitivity 
for this instrument would be reached in topography with a slope of 
about 3% or less. Outside of the abyssal plains, however, such flat 
topography is rare in the deep ocean. 
If we consider 0. 5 mm. to be the minimum readable unit and 
desire the resolution to equal the instrumental error, the limiting scan 
rate would be 3. 5 meters per second for the jitter error and 500 
m/ sec for the cumulative scan error. However, the maximum scan 
rate has been limited to the present 0. 5 m/sec by reliability and 
operating life requirements. When the PDR was first developed in 1953 
to study the abyssal plains, the resolution requirement was set at 1 foot 
of depth. This corresponds to a required scan rate on the present re¬ 
corder of better than two scans per second. At this rate of scanning, 
the gating., programming and keying circuitry associated with the PDR 
became complex and unreliable. Furthermore, because of the large 
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scale expansion, the PDR could not be used effectively in areas of steep 
slope. The present scan rate of one per second was selected as a com¬ 
promise between the various factors of high precision, simplicity of 
operation, wide applicability and general reliability. This choice has 
been justified by the production of detailed profile records of the ocean 
bottom over some 100, 000 miles of track with negligible breakdown 
time. Even at the present scan rate, the use of the PDR has reduced 
the errors formerly associated with echo- sounding by two orders of 
magnitude and has produced data sufficiently accurate for an effective 
study of the abyssal plains (Heezen, Ewing and Ericson, 1955), 
The Times Facsimile Corporation, which manufactures the 
Precision Depth Recorder, has recently developed a facsimile recorder 
with the same basic accuracy specifications as the PDR and the ability 
to operate reliably at linear scan rates up to 7, 5 meters/second. The 
adaptation of this machine to echo- sounding recording would increase 
the precision of soundings one order of magnitude over the present PDR, 
For a desired positional accuracy of 100 feet, the limit of sensitivity 
for this instrument would be reached in topography with a slope of , 5% 
or less for a ship's speed of 10 knots. 
The variations with time of the water velocity may introduce 
errors in soundings which are greater than the instrumental errors dis¬ 
cussed above. Near the edge of the meandering Gulf Stream, for ex¬ 
ample, the water velocity structure may change relatively rapidly with 
time. In such areas, bathythermograph, and salinity measurements s or 
direct measurements of the average vertical velocity of sound in water 
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must be made to reduce these errors. 
MAGNETICS 
Measurements of the total intensity of the earth's magnetic field 
over oceanic areas have been made since 1948 by personnel of the 
Lamont Geological Observatory. The instrument used is a self- 
orienting flux-gate magnetometer modified for marine use from an 
AN/ASQ-3A Mo A. Do equipment (Rumbaugh and Alldredge, 1949), 
(Heezen, Ewing and Miller, 1953). The scalar magnitude of the total 
magnetic field is measured as a. DC current which is differentially 
balanced out against an arbitrary reference. The sensitivity of the 
instrument presently used at sea is of the order of one gamma. The 
effects of instrument drift are countered by the use of a circuit in- 
eluding a standard cell and a sensitive galvanometer which is used to 
measure the null current drift and the separation of the balance points 
every six hours. These measurements are used later to apply cor¬ 
rections to the observations which compensate for instrumental drift 
and allow the observations to be refected to an absolute level. The 
calibration of the instrument with a Helmholtz coil indicates a prob¬ 
able instrumental error for absolute values of about 0. 7% or 350 
gammas. The probable accuracy of the difference between two ob¬ 
served intensities is about 0. 3%. 
The sensitivity and accuracy of flux-gate magnetometer meas¬ 
urements may be illustrated by the results of Cruise 3 of the Research 
Vessel VEMA in the Gulf of Mexico in 1954. A magnetic intensity 
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map with a 100 gamma contour interval was made of the generally uni¬ 
form field of the Gulf based on over 200 miles of track. The consistency 
of the results was checked by the comparison of observed values at 38 
points where two tracks intersecto The mean difference between pairs 
of readings was 39 gammas and only five differences exceeded 75 
gammas. The discrepancies include navigation errors as well as 
instrumental errors and fluctuations of the earth’s field (Miller and 
Ewing, 19 5 5) 0 
An examination of this map for navigational application reveals 
that the lines of equal magnetic intensity run approximately East-West 
and that a separation of three degrees of latitude is about equivalent to 
a difference of 2000 gammas. Along a North-South line, the magnetic 
lines of position would have their maximum sensitivity of about 10 
gammas per mile. Assuming that all the observational errors were 
reduced to the order of one gamma, the precision of the magnetic line 
of position would be of the order of 0. 1 miles. 
On the same cruise, data were obtained which, combined with 
observations of other cruises, were used to draw a magnetic intensity 
map of a 12, 000 square mile area around the Caryn Peak, an isolated 
seamount about halfway between New York and Bermuda. The general 
trend of the lines of equal magnetic intensity is Southwest *Northeast. 
However, the field is far from smooth and contains many irregularities. 
The average sensitivity of the magnetic lines of position across the 
trend is about 10 gammas per mile. In certain of the highly irregular 
areas the sensitivity approaches 50 gammas per mile. 
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Assuming again a one-gamma precision of measurement, the sensi¬ 
tivity of a magnetic line of position in these anomalous areas is of 
the order of 100 feet. 
The measurements described above, as well as those made on 
the continental margin, of the eastern United States where the maximum 
line of position sensitivity is also about 10 gammas per mile, will be 
taken as a guide for evaluating the usefulness of magnetic lines of po¬ 
sition for precision navigation,, Although these measurements have 
proven very useful in the study of geological problems concerned with 
the earth's crust (Ewing and Miller, 1956), it appears as if the re¬ 
quired sensitivity of 100 feet for a magnetic line of position is only at¬ 
tained in small areas of high anomaly. However, these areas are abun¬ 
dant in the ocean and very often coincide with areas of interest to 
oceanographic operations,, 
A more severe limitation to the use of total magnetic intensity 
lines of position for precision navigation is the constant fluctuation of 
the earth's magnetic field. These fluctuations are secular, diurnal 
and irregularly transient. The peak-to-peak amplitude of the varia¬ 
tion in total intensity for a given area on a so-called quiet day may be 
as great as 25 to 50 gammas. In times of great disturbance such as 
during a magnetic storm, this amplitude may attain values as high as 
several hundred gammas (Chapman, 1951). At present, there is not 
available sufficiently developed theory or data to predict these fluc¬ 
tuations except in an extremely limited manner, so that there is no 
possibility of obtaining observational corrections for precision navi¬ 
gation. 
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If we restrict the use of magnetic lines of position to the small 
areas where the sensitivity of the lines is sufficient for precision navi¬ 
gation, however, the effect of the unpredictable fluctuations of the 
earth's field is only to limit the use of the magnetic information, not 
prohibit it. The occurrence of large, unpredictable fluctuations does 
preclude the use of a magnetic intensity chart established by surveys, 
but the rate of change of these fluctuations, except for magnetic 
storms, is too slow to seriously affect relative intensity measurements 
over a small area. A chart of relative magnetic intensity based on an 
arbitrary reference may be used in two ways: 
The rate of change of the intensity data may be used for 
lines of position; (Z) If a base point., to which the magnetic data are re¬ 
lated, is located by some means, the magnetic intensity lines of position 
could still be used for homing on another point. 
Magnetic storms cause fluctuations which are rapid enough to 
disturb observations used for navigation over a small area. It is only 
during the initial phase of such storms, which may last a few hours, 
that the rapid fluctuations are present, even though the effects of the 
storm may persist for several days. During the initial phases of such 
storms, magnetic observations may be considered useless for navigation. 
However, these rapid fluctuations are usually of such high magnitude that 
it is improbable that they would go unnoticed and contribute to erroneous 
navigation. 
The effects of magnetic storms may be somewhat reduced if 
only the vertical component of the magnetic intensity is used for ob~ 
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servations as the fluctuations of this component are usually only about 
one-tenth as great as those of the horizontal component. This would 
require adaptation of flux-gate magnetometer gear such as the U. S. 
Naval Ordnance Laboratory Vector Airborne Magnetometer to marine 
use. This instrument produces data which determine the total vector 
of the earth’s field so that the magnitude of the various components 
may also be determined (NOLs 1954). The use of such an instrument 
would also increase the flexibility of magnetic measurements made 
for the purpose of precision navigation, and reduce the uncertainties 
presently associated with these measurements. 
The application of the nuclear induction principle to the meas¬ 
urement of scalar magnetic field intensities presents promising pos¬ 
sibilities for simplifying the equipment, required for marine measure¬ 
ments and for increasing its precision. Free precession magneto¬ 
meters have been developed in which the magnetic intensity of the 
earth’s field is indicated by the measurement of the nuclear precession 
frequencies of the hydrogen atom (Packard and Varian, 1953), (Waters 
and Philips, 1956). These frequencies are in the convenient range of 
1800 to 3000 cycles per second and they are related to the magnetic 
intensity simply by a single, fundamental nuclear constant of propor¬ 
tionality. 
The nuclear indiction principle makes possible the measure¬ 
ment of absolute magnetic intensities without any specific calibration. 
The instrumental stability is only dependent upon that of a frequency 
standard whose precision and stability may easily be held to one part 
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per million. The absolute accuracy of the method is limited by the pre¬ 
sent determination of the gyromagnetic ratio of protons in water to one 
part in 45, 000 so that the precision of magnetic intensity measurement 
is about one gamma in the earth's field. 
The instrumentation required represents a considerable simpli¬ 
fication over that of the flux-gate magnetometer. This is especially 
important in marine applications since the most delicate and sensitive 
portions of the instrumentation are towed by a cable 400 to 1000 feet 
behind the ship and are subject to rough usage. Instead of the relatively 
delicate servomechanism balancing components of the flux-gate magne¬ 
tometer, the towed gear of a proton precession magnetometer consists 
of a coil, a small bottle of water, and a simple electronic circuit. 
The shipboard equipment required is also relatively simple, consist¬ 
ing of frequency measuring equipment (conhters) and an indicating 
circuit. The potentialities for simplification of proton precession mag¬ 
netometers are well illustrated by the development recently of a magne¬ 
tometer weighing 22 pounds, including an 8-hour battery supply, which 
was used to telemeter magnetic measurements by radio from a Skyhook 
balloon. This equipment is being further reduced to an 8-pound weight 
for use in rocket research on electric currents in the ionosphere 
(Cahill and Van Allen, 1956). 
A proton precession magnetometer for marine use has been con¬ 
structed at the Lamont Geological Observatory from plans supplied 
by Varian Associates. Development is progressing toward eliminat- 
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ing all but the coil and water bottle from the towed portion of the equip¬ 
ment. This is being done primarily to reduce the size and cost of the 
towing cable. Experience has shown that the weak link of a marine 
magnetometer is the towing cable. Even if it doesn't actually part, 
with consequent loss of the towed equipment, the constant flexing of 
the conductors reduces their insulation resistance and introduces 
electrical noise into the shipboard circuits. The reduction of the 
cable requirement to one with only two conductors and a stress mem¬ 
ber is also attractive for precision navigation applications. 
The character of the precession magnetometer output, i. e. 
an electronic counter array, makes it particularly suitable for the 
application of digital computer techniques for gradient measurements. 
Further development of this type of instrumentation may produce a 
magnetic instrument for navigation purposes which is practically in¬ 
dependent of the relatively slow, unpredictable fluctuations of the 
earth's field. 
GRAVITY 
Over 4000 measurements of the earth's gravitational field 
have been made at sea using the Vemng Meinesz pendulum apparatus 
(Vening Meinesz, 1929)<> These measurements have been made from 
submerged submarines so that the effects of violent accelerations due 
to surface wave action were greatly diminished . The effectiveness of 
this instrument is due to its use of three pendulums arranged to cancel 
out the first-order effects of horizontal accelerations of the pendulum 
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supports. The instrumental measurement precision is one milligal, 
but due to uncertainties in navigation and the correction for the East- 
West component of the ship's speed, the precision of the observations 
is reduced to about 3 mg. Modifications have been made to the ori¬ 
ginal apparatus to improve its reliability and operating convenience 
and over 2500 observations have been made by the staff of the Lamont 
Geological Observatory (Worzel and Ewing, 1950, 1952), (Worzel, 
Shurbet and Ewing, 1955a, b). To date, this is the only instrument 
which has contributed a significant number of observations of gravity 
at sea. 
The magnitude of the variation of gravity with latitude on the 
earth's surface is approximately 5000 milligals from equator to pole, 
or about 1 milligal per mile. The gradient is slightly more in mid¬ 
latitudes and is considerably less in the vicinity of the equator and the 
poles. In anomalous areas, such as the continental margin of eastern 
North America, the maximum gradient is about 3 mg/mile (Worzel and 
Shurbet, 1955). There are also many small areas, mainly associated 
with island-arc structures in the Pacific and the Caribbean, where the 
gravity gradients are as high as 10 mg/mile (Gutenberg and Richter, 
1949). The required sensitivity, therefore, for a gravity measuring 
instrument used for precision navigation is 0. 01 mg for general purposes 
and 0. 1 mg for use in limited areas. 
The Vening Meinesz pendulum apparatus has proven its worth 
as an invaluable tool for geophysical research over the past 20 years. 
However, it se:ems to be unsuitable for precision navigation use for 
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several reasons besides inadequate sensitivity. In addition to correc¬ 
tion for the ship's E-W velocity component (Eotvos correction), the 
observations must be corrected for horizontal acceleration of the ship 
in the plane of the pendulums (Browne correction), and for temperature, 
barometric pressure and other effects. The Browne correction is made 
from the recoid of a completely separate pendulum apparatus (Vening 
Meinesz, 1941). All data are presented in the form of an optical oscil¬ 
lograph-type record which requires a relatively high degree of skill to 
read with precision,, Even an experienced observer requires one to two 
hours to reduce the data to a numerical value. Also, it is unlikely 
that the Vening Meinesz gear could ever be developed for use on a 
surface vessel. 
Some of these objections have been overcome by a recently de¬ 
veloped gravimeter-type instrument (Graf, 195 6). Gravimeters are 
null- balancing instruments which sense the variation of the gravitational 
intensity by measuring the depa rture from a reference point of a spring- 
suspended mass. Many types of gravimeters have been constructed 
4,1 
for use in geophysical prospecting and some have attained precisions 
of one part in 100 million for short periods of time (Dobrin, 1952). At 
sea, however, a gravimeter must contend with vertical and horizontal 
accelerations of the measuring platform of about 40, 000 milligals on a 
submerged submarine and perhaps 200, 000 milligals on a surface vessel 
under average conditions. The Graf Gravimeter utilizes eddy current 
damping of the suspended mass to reduce the effects of these accelera¬ 
tions. 
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The Graf instrument is far more compact than the VM pendulum 
apparatus and it presents the data in the form of a dial reading. The 
horizontal Browne and Eotvos corrections are still required, of course, 
but the total time required for the reduction of the data is of the order 
of a few minutes. In a side-by-side sea. trial comparison with the 
Vening Meinesz pendulum gear on a submerged submarine, the Graf 
Gravimeter proved to have the same order of precision of measurement, 
i. e. one milligal (Worzel and Graf, 1957). Worzel (personal communi¬ 
cation) estimates that the Graf instrument is probably capable of 0. 1 
milligal precision with further development, exclusive of Browne and 
Eotvos corrections. 
The Browne correction may be considerably reduced through the 
application of naval gunfire- control equipment to gravity measurement. 
A gyroscopic stable element, for example, may be used to preserve the 
vertical attitude of a gravimeter platform within a total excursion of 6 
minutes of arc. This would reduce the Browne correction to a maximum 
amplitude of one milligal. 
The reduction of errors due to Eotvos corrections depends upon 
the precision of measurement of the East -West component of the ship’s 
velocity over the ground. We may estimate the required precision by 
considering the following: the linear rotational speed of the earth at 
the equator is approximately 900 knots; the effect of the centrifugal 
acceleration is about 3000 milligals; the percentage error in the cen¬ 
trifugal component of the gravitational acceleration is twice the per¬ 
centage error of the rotational velocity. Let us assume an East-West 
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velocity component for the ship of 1 knot, and a precision of measure- 
5 
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ment of 1 %„ This vould result in an error of 1 in 10 for the rotational 
5 
velocity, of Z in 10 for the centrifugal acceleration component, and of 
O 
6 in 10 or about 0, 1 milligai for the total gravitational acceleration,, 
There is no equipment available at present for measuring the E-W com¬ 
ponent of true ground speed to a precision of 1% so that the simplest 
method of reducing Eotvos corrections appears to be reducing the ship's 
speed and restricting observation runs to North. -South headings as 
much as possible. Even so, the effects of East-West currents may be 
considerable. 
Another difficulty in using gravity information for navigational 
lines of position lies in the necessity for a lengthy integration time. 
In submerged submarine runs, the required integrating time for re¬ 
ducing errors due to uncertainties in the average depth, is of the order 
of 30 minutes. This requirement applies to all types of gravity meas¬ 
uring equipment as the errors are a function of the depth-keeping ability 
of the submarine. In surface measurements, except for the effect of 
tides, the average depth error is insignificant. However, instruments 
such as the Graf Gravimeter require about 5 minutes of integration of 
the damped oscillations of the suspended mass to attain the desired 
precision for each observation. Here, also, the application of gunfire- 
control computer technique might be used to develop a continuous- 
recording gravity indicator. 
The possibility of using gravity data for line-of-position informa¬ 
tion in a precision navigation system seems remote. The importance 
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of gravity observations to general navigation system development is 
great, however, even with the presently attainable levels of precision. 
The use of gravity data is presently the best means of determining the 
true figure of the earth and thus adjusting the geodetic coordinates of 
the continents on a world-wide basis. Furthermore, gravity measure¬ 
ments are essential for determining the deflection of the vertical,, 
In all celestial and inertial navigation systems which depend 
upon a vertical reference, the deflection of the vertical may cause 
considerable errors. Consider the gravity data of Shurbet and 
Ewing (1956) for the Puerto Rico area, for example. If we use the 
Atlantic side as a zero anomaly reference and go from North to South, 
we have anomalies of zero north of the Puerto Rico Trench, negative 
340 mgals. over the trench, positive 130 mgals, at San Juan, positive 
165 mgalSo in the mountainous middle part of the island, positive 105 
mgals, at Ponce, negative 100 in the area just south of the island, and 
zero in the Caribbean., The difference in measurement of the distance 
between San Juan and Ponce (about 30 miles) by celestial and trian- 
gulation procedures amounts to about one mile (Bowie, 1937). The 
error of measurement of a vertical referenced system would be even 
greater over the trench north of the island if uncorrected for deflection 
of the vertical. 
LeJay (1947) has estimated from theoretical considerations 
that the deflection of the vertical may be calculated with a probable 
error of 0. 67 seconds of arc under the following conditions: (1) The 
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average error of the gravity observations is of the order of 3 milligals; 
(2) Data are available from a network of about 100 stations equally dis- 
tributed about the point of interest up to a radius of 20 degrees; (3) 
Data are available with a density of one value per 5 degree square up 
to a radius of 60 degrees from the point of interest,, 
Fischer (1954) has tested the reliability of submarine gravity 
observations by comparing the values for the deflection of the vertical 
based on astronomic-geodetic data, and on gravimetric data, computed 
for 23 stations in the Mediterranean Sea. The stations are distributed 
over southeastern Spain, North Africa, Sardinia and Sicily. Over 600 
land gravity observations were a vailable for this work and 275 submar¬ 
ine gravity observations, derived from six sources, were used. The 
gravity field in this area is highly irregular and contains many local 
anomalies of 50 milligals or more. The differences in the values ob¬ 
tained by the two methods were about 3 or 4 seconds for each compon¬ 
ent of the deflection of the vertical. 
Finally, it should be noted that gravimetry is the only one of 
the geophysical methods considered here for navigation application 
which can supply geodetic coordinate information. The methods of 
reducing gravity data for geodetic purposes have been highly developed, 
on both theoretical and practical levels. The further realization of the 
capabilities of gravimetry for navigation depend chiefly upon the ac¬ 
cumulation of sufficient data. 
ACOUSTIC BEACONS 
The Acoustic Position Keeper (APK) is a small, self-contained 
electronic device which can be dropped to the ocean bottom in any depth 
of water to provide an acoustic beacon signal, The signal consists of 
pulses of acoustic energy which may be transmitted either in response 
to an acoustic signal transmitted by a ship or automatically by a self- 
contained program mechanism or by both methods„ The frequency of 
the beacon signal may be chosen to be the same as the operating fre¬ 
quency of the ship's echo^ sounder so that no special shipboard equip¬ 
ment is required to receive it, The APK is simple and economical 
to construct and may be operated for periods of one or two yea rs with 
a relatively small, battery pack. 
An Acoustic Position. Keeper constructed and used by the Lamont 
Geological Observatory is illustrated in Figures 6, 7, and 8, The 
transducer is a magnetostrictive type manufactured by the Harris 
Transducer Company, It is free flooding and requires no special 
pressure protection or compensation. Its far zone directivity pattern 
is essentially omni- directional. The other circuit components, a trans¬ 
istorized power oscillator, a transistorized multivibrator keyer, and the 
battery pack, are contained in pressure vessels. 
The APK was developed for a variety of marine geophysical ap¬ 
plications, It was originally deveJoped. for use as a station-keeping 
device for ships engaged in long range underwater sound experiments. 
It has been used successfully as a monitor for a seismic bottom re¬ 
corder operation which involved unreeling 2000 feet of cable on the 
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ocean flooro If is presently being applied as a position and depth-indi¬ 
cating device for neutrally buoyant floats being used to measure cur¬ 
rents at intermediate depths in the ocean, It will also be applied as a 
bottom-indicating device for a multi-exposure underwater camera and 
other bottoming gear. In order to fulfill the requirements of all these 
applications, the APK was designed especially to be cheap, efficient, 
and light in weight. In operations where the APK is expendable, such 
as ship station-keeping, the device is considered economical since its 
cost represents a small fraction of the price of one day's ship time. 
The minimum weight requirement is necessary for the current meas¬ 
uring application since each ounce of dead weight represents a signi¬ 
ficant increase in the overall size of the equipment. The electrical 
efficiency of the APK is over 50% so that with present-day batteries 
such as Yardney Silvercels or Mallory Mercury batteries, it is prac¬ 
tical to operate APK's for periods of one or two years. 
The effective cutoff angle for reception of the beacon signal is 
determined by the directive properties of the receiving transducer. 
For the AN/UQN-1B Sonar Sounding Se*, this angle is about 30 degrees. 
The effective a rea over which the beacon signal may be detected is ap¬ 
proximately a circular one whose diameter is equal to the depth in 
which the APK lies. For a beacon depth of 1000 fathoms3 the detection 
of the signal implies a relocation of position accuracy of one-half mile 
or less. If we use only the ear as a final detector and assume an ability 
to differentiate between strong and weak signals, the positional error is 
reduced to about one' quarter mile. 
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When the APK is used as a transponder in combination with an 
echo-sounder and Precision Depth Recorder, the positional relocation 
error may be reduced to the order of 100 feeto The PDR record of the 
responsive beacon signal pulses is coherent, and identical to the record 
obtained when the ship passes by a topographic "highlight",, The top of 
the "hill" corresponds to the point of closest approach. If the ship's 
track lay directly over the transponder, the top of the "hill" would be 
tangent to the record of the sea bottom. If the ship's track lies off to 
one side of the beacon position* the closure error is indicated by the dif¬ 
ference between the recorded range to the beacon and the known range to 
the beacon when the ship is exactly over it. The relationship between the 
range to the beacon* the depth of the beacon, and the range to the surface 
position over the beacon, is the same as that of the sides of a right triangle, 
the range to the beacon being the hypo*enuse , The curve obtained as a 
record of the transponded pulses is an hyperbola.,, If the PDR time scale 
is opened to 96 inches per hour* the resolution of this scale becomes one 
second* or the equivalent of about 17 feet of travel for a ship's speed of 
10 knots. At this speed, therefore, it is only necessary to he able to 
determine the top of the "hill" to within 6 seconds on the PDR record in 
order to insure a precision of 100 feet. 
In the application of the APK to the problem of tracking a neutrally- 
buoyant float at intermediate ocean depths, the depth as well as the posi- 
tion of the transpending beacon is unknown. In order to locate it, the 
ship must be maneuvered so that the minimum sounding of the beacon 
"hill" is obtained on two courses at right angles to each, other. This is 
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exactly similar to the problem of locating the top of a ’opographic hill 
with a pointed top, The minimum sounding so obtained represents the 
depth of the float0 
It should also be noted that the hyperbolic curve obtained in the 
recording of transponded beacon pulses from an APK lying on the bottom 
may be used to compute the average true ship's ground speed. This 
application is described in a report now in press f Luskin, Nafe, and 
Ewing, 195b)o 
An automatic transmitting APK was used recently to provide a 
closure point for a survevmade by the R/V VEMA, The results of the 
survev are discussed below As far as the APK instrumentation is con¬ 
cerned, ho v ever, it was found tha* 'he signal strength and keying pro- 
grams of. 'he circui* s in Figures 7 and 8 were just adequate for operation 
in abou» 650 fathoms of dep'h The ransmirter circur has since been 
redesigned to generate l7 wans instead of 4, 8, but using only two trans 
is?ors instead of four The multivibrator keyiny circur, which was 
found to be quite sensitive to 'eraperaiure var ations, has been replaced 
by a low power DC motor imer which provides a pulse repetition rate 
of one per mmu'e and a pulse length ot 2 seconds. In addition, a receiver 
a'>d other circuitry have oeen included m the new*APK design for trans- 
ponding use, 
If the APK were redesigned for the purposes of navigational use 
only, the limitations on economy, compactness and weight may be 
greatly reraxed over those for the present flexible design. An APK de¬ 
signed for use as a position marker for a period of one or two years 
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would reasonably be expected to exceed the present APK in size and cost 
by a factor of 10 or even 100, An APK designed specifically for auch use 
might utilize an array of transducers or an array of automatically trans¬ 
mitting beacons for coarse homing, and. a transponding beacon for final 
positioning,, The transducers used may be increased in size to provide 
more efficient acoustic transmission, and the number of transducers 
increased to preserve a. wide angle of reception,, Transponding beacons 
may also be arranged in pairs or arrays so that time differences between 
the various responded pulses mav be used to navigate along a homing 
channel. 
The applications of fhe Acoustic Position Keeper to survey and 
other oceanographic operations are manifold. It offers the possibility 
of placing a fixed navigational reference anywhere in ‘he deep ocean which 
is completely independent of weather and sea conditions. Like all the 
geophysical methods considered here, the APK is limited to relative 
navigational reference use and must be located, by other means to supply 
geodetic coordinate information, IT is further limited to ope rations, where 
it would be feasible to replace an APK every one or two years,, 
DATA RECORDING 
The combination of the Precision Depth Recorder and a Data Gen¬ 
erator equipment constitutes a Data Recorder, an instrument which pre¬ 
sents simultaneously all the geophysical data pertinent to an observation 
on one record. This instrument is particularly useful for navigation 
applications since it allows observation of the crossing of two or more 
lines of position, derived from different geophysical measurements, as 
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as the measurements are being made. In effect, the Data Recorder plots 
navigational "fixes" as a function of time0 
For data recording the PDR operates as a position indicator simi¬ 
larly to the facsimile recorder from which it is derived. In facsimile 
communication, the information to be transmitted is prepared in the 
form of active positions along a scanning path. The facsimile trans¬ 
mitter scans the path and transmits a pulse to the receiver for each, 
active position. The receiver scans a similar path to that of the trans¬ 
mitter and prints the pulses as they are received. If the receiver and 
transmitter are in synchronism and in phase, the receiver record is a 
duplicate of the original information. The purpose of the Data Generator 
is to fulfill the functions of the facsimile transmitter in a system for re¬ 
cording geophysical data. 
A schematic diagram of a Data Generator for the transmission of 
Gyrocompass Heading, Pitometer Log Mileage and Magnetometer informa 
lion to the PDR is shown in Figure 3. The PDR Scale Repeater may be a 
TeXesyn or similar unit operating with a Telesyn transmitter which is 
geared to the PDR drive system. Or it may simply be a synchronous 
motor operating on the precision frequency of the PDR electronic system. 
The Gyrocompass and Pitometer Log Repeaters are the same as those 
usually contained in the respective equipments. The Magnetometer Re¬ 
peater is a Telesyn* type operating with a Telesyn transmitter geared to th 
Magnetometer recorder. 
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The Gyrocompass and Magnetometer Repeaters assume positions 
corresponding to the Compass Heading and the measured magnetic field 
intensity respectively, and the information is prepared in the form of an 
electrical contact position carried by the shafts of the respective repeat¬ 
ers. The Scale Repeater, which exactly duplicates the scan of the re¬ 
cording elements across the PDR chart, scans all the possible positions 
of the repeater contacts with its own electrical contacts, and allows a 
pulse from a signal source to be switched through the PDR every time 
the scanning and repeater contacts match. The full scale value of the 
PDR chart may thus represent 360° for Compass Heading and 500 gammas 
for magnetic field intensity as well as 400 fathoms for depth recording. 
The Pitometer Log Repeater is arranged to operate a switch which in¬ 
terrupts the Compass Heading signal for the first tenth of every logged 
nautical mile. 
The scale value for the Heading and Magnetometer information 
may be compressed or expanded simply by inserting appropriate gearing 
between the repeater shaft and an auxiliary shaft which carries the "in ~ 
formation" electrical contact. Similar] y; the Pitometer Log information 
may be changed to indicate tenths of miles or ten-mile units by inserting 
appropriate gearing between the repeater shaft and the interrupter switch. 
The Heading and Magnetometer information may be phased with the PDR 
chart by rotating the repeater stators so that 0° heading and some integral 
multiple of 500 gammas is aligned with the reference line at the top of the 
chart. The Pitometer Log information maybe phased by turning off the 
repeater power at the initiation of its switching interruption, and turning 
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the power on again as the Log indicates an even mile. 
A recording of simultaneous depth, heading, mileage and magnetic 
intensity observations is shown in Figure 4. The Data Generator used to 
make this recording was a "breadboard" model and had many deficiencies. 
Further development of the Data Generator is being directed toward pro¬ 
ducing sharp clean traces (similar to the 20-fathom marks) for the head¬ 
ing and magnetic intensity information; a positive means of identifying 
each trace; and a means of gating the traces so that each can be read 
when they tend, to interfere with, each other. 
It is obvious that any observational data which can be prepared in 
the form of an active position along a scanning path may be recorded 
simultaneously in the fashion described above. The plotting of LORAN 
positions, for example, would be very useful for much geophysical work. 
This may be accomplished through the use of a Sperry LORAN equipment 
which includes an automatic tracking device for continuously aligning 
the slave and master pulses of a particular station. Such an equipment, 
providing a Telesyn-type repeater indication, could provide data for con¬ 
tinuous recording of a LORAN line of position. Recording of two stations 
would provide a continuous recorded fix. 
In addition to the convenience of such a recording arrangement, 
an improvement in the accuracy of the fix should result. The integrating 
property of the continuous recording tends to smooth out the observational 
errors of the usual visual readings, and the small errors due to the time 
delays between readings would not appear. While this improvement in 
accuracy would still be insufficient for the precise navigation considered 
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above, in the authors' estimation, a LORAN Data Recorder would be 
worth an order of magnitude in accuracy over present technique, and 
would thus be invaluable for oceanographic research. 
For the purposes of precise relocation of a position at sea, the 
Data Recorder presentation of simultaneous navigational observations 
offers a convenient method of "homing". This is best illustrated by 
example. Suppose that the topographic and magnetic intensity coordinates 
of a desired position are known. The depth scale of the PDR chart is 
fixed, so that the position of the desired topographic line of position on 
the chart is known.. If we now phase the Magnetometer Repeater so that 
the desired magnetic intensity value appears in the same place on the PDR 
chart as the desired depth value, the fix on the position will be indicated 
by a crossing of the two traces. The Data Recorder chart thus supplies 
a precise visual homing indicator for maneuvering the ship over the der 
sired location. Figure 5 is a record illustrating a possible homing fix. 
SURVEY APPLICATION 
As an illustration of the application of some of the geophysical 
navigation techniques discussed above, let us consider some data obtained 
on Cruise 11 of the Research Vessel VEMA. The echo-sounding and mag¬ 
netic data, and the position of an Acoustic Position Keeper dropped in an 
area about 90 miles southeast, of Nova Scotia are shown in the chart of 
Figure 9» The solid lines trending approximately East-West are sounding 
contours spaced at 10 fathom intervals. The sounding contours are de¬ 
rived from readings of the minimum sounding on the PDR record based 
on an average vertical, velocity of sound of 4800 feet per second. They 
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are plotted in the most useful way for indicating a line of position and do 
not denote the actual bottom topography except in a general way. The 
dotted lines trending NE-SW are relative magnetic intensity contours with 
a 12. 5 gamma spacing. These are derived from data which as been cor¬ 
rected only for instrumental drift. The APK position is shown with 
circles indicating its estimated effective range. The inner circle repre¬ 
sents the estimated area of "loud" signal (3 db. beamwidth), and the 
outer annular area, is one of "weak" signal (6 db. beamwidth). The LORAN 
lines of position for the 1H2 channel are also shown as the solid lines 
trending NW-SE. They are drawn with a 5 microsecond interval. 
The original chart from which Figure 9 was taken was drawn to a 
scale of about 1/32 inch to 100 feet so that the readability of the chart 
corresponded to the precision navigation requirement chosen here. How¬ 
ever, the accuracy of the geographical coordinates is based upon dead 
reckoning adjusted with LORAN and astronomical fixes and is probably 
no better than plus or minus one mile. The relative position of the topo¬ 
graphic and magnetic lines is based on the adjustment of the ship's tracks 
for the best fit of the data on four crossings of the beacon position. The 
tracks made for collecting survey data had to be coordinated with several 
other activities so that they were not chosen ideally but as circumstances 
permitted. Also, the density of the tracks is small. Only three tracks 
cover the western half of the chart so that the lines of position are largely 
schematic for precision navigation. Portions of 10 tracks cross the east¬ 
ern half of the chart. Three of these crossed, the "loud" area over the bea¬ 
con and one track went through the "weak." area only. The relative posi- 
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tional accuracy of the sounding lines for the one square mile area centered 
on the beacon position is probably about 0„ 1 mile. The magnetic lines are 
much more uncertain than the sounding lines due to the combined effects 
of a small magnetic gradient in the area and the lack of information on 
the fluctuations of the earth's field during the survey period. However, 
the relative accuracy of the curved portion of the 500 gamma line in the 
vicinity of the APK is as good as that of the sounding lines in this area. 
Although the data charted in Figure 9 are inadequate for use in 
precision navigation, they do present the opportunity of evaluating the 
geophysical techniques used for this purpose on typical existing data. 
The topography of this area is fairly typical of the continental slope of the 
eastern coast: of the United States. The sounding gradient of Figure 9 is 
about 50 fathoms per mile, from which we may conclude that: the Precision 
Depth Recorder, with an accuracy of better than one fathom, is presently 
adequate for precision navigation use over the area of the slope. The mag¬ 
netic gradient of Figure 9 is about 12 gammas per mile, which is insuffi¬ 
cient for precision navigation purposes with our present lack of knowledge 
of the earth's field fluctuations. If a magnetic gradiometer is developed 
to minimize the fluctuation errors, it must attain a sensitivity of 0. 1 
gamma per mile in order to be useful for precision navigation in this area. 
On VEMA 11, some experience was also gained in the technique of 
homing on a beacon position. At the time of the survey, the chart: of 
Figure 9 of course did not exist, so that the data available for homing 
consisted of the LORAN chart which only roughly indicated soundings, 
the known depth of the beacon to one fathom, and the LORAN coordinates 
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of the beacon, with a probable error of plus or minus three micro¬ 
seconds, The homing method used depended upon the 1H2 LORAN 
lines and an assumed East-West trend of the sounding contours. If the 
ship were approaching the beacon from the east, for example, the con¬ 
tinuous monitoring of the LORAN receiver and the PDR eventually in¬ 
dicated an apparent position either due south or due north of the beacon 
if its signal was not heard. If the sounding was less than 630 fathoms 
at this time, the ship's heading was changed to due south and vice versa. 
This method proved successful on every attempt. We may conclude 
that, with the use of a transponding beacon, the existing LORAN chart 
and Precision Depth Recorder are adequate for relocating a position in 
this area to within 100 feet., 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have considered the capabilities and limitations of some geo¬ 
physical measurement techniques for application to precision navigation 
at sea., A precision navigation system is one which allows relocation of 
a position in the deep ocean to the order of 100 feet. 
Instrumentation for echo-sounding, and for measuring magnetic 
and gravity intensities, has been discussed. The present capabilities 
and the requirements for further development of this instrumentation 
for precision navigation use have been reviewed. The application of 
acoustic beacons for position keeping, and of a Data Recorder for con¬ 
venient presentation of navigation data has been considered. 
Geophysical methods of navigation are advantageous because they 
are independent of shore^based aids and of weather conditions,. The 
existing instrumentation is simple, seaworthy, and of high precision, The 
further development of the equipment for particular application to precis¬ 
ion navigation is, for the most part, straightforward and routine. 
Geophysical, methods of precision navigation are chiefly limited by 
the absence of sufficient data. Only a small fraction of the observations 
required to relate geophysical measurements with the geodetic coordinates 
is available. These methods are useful, however, for precision navigation 
relative to a fixed reference and as an accessory to radio, celestial and 
other navigation systems. 
With, this limitation in mind, we conclude the following regarding 
the techniques and instrumentation discussed above" 
(1) Sounding, The Precision Dep'h Recorder coupled to an effi¬ 
cient echo sounding equipment is adequate for indicating sounding lines 
of position with an error of less than .100 feet everywhere in the deep 
ocean except the abyssal plain regions. The precision of the PDR may 
easily be expanded to be sufficient for all oceanic areas, but some further 
development is required to maintain the simplicity and reliability of the 
present instrument, 
(2) MagneticSo The sensitivity of the flux-gate magnetometer is 
inadequate for precision navigation application except in limited regions 
with strong anomalies. In addition., the use of magnetic observations 
made with this instrument is severely limited by the generally prevalent, 
large unpredictable fluctuations of the earth's magnetic field. The devel¬ 
opment of free precession magnetometers holds promise of increasing 
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the precision and stability of magnetic measurements at sea, and of sim¬ 
plifying the instrumentation. In addition, there is a possibility of devel¬ 
oping a magnetic gradiometer using nuclear precession techniques. This 
development would largely overcome the difficulties caused by magnetic 
fluctuations. 
(3) Gravity. The Yening Meinesz Pendulum Apparatus, which 
has been used for substantially all marine gravity measurements made 
to date, is too insensitive, too cumbersome, and too much limited in 
applicability for use in precision navigation. The development of sea¬ 
going gravimeters of the Graf type holds promise of increasing the pre¬ 
cision of measurement and the simplicity of the equipment. There is 
great need for improvement in auxiliary instrumentation for reducing 
the effects of the Browne and Eotvos corrections. For this, the devel¬ 
opment for gravity measurements of stable platforms, computers and 
ground- speed measuring equipment is required. 
The value of gravity data. in. the general field of precision naviga¬ 
tion is unquestioned. Gravity measurements provide the means of com¬ 
puting the deflection of the vertical and of linking the geodetic networks 
of the continents. For precision navigation systems which depend upon 
a vertical reference, this information is not only useful but essential. 
Ultimately, all marine precision navigation systems depend upon a know¬ 
ledge of the figure of the earth. 
(4) Acoustic Beacons. The Acoustic Position Keeper, when used 
as a transponder, can mark a fixed position at sea to within 100 feet. It 
is limited by battery life to operating periods of one or two years but has 
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the advantages of economy, simplicity and great flexibility for precision 
navigation applications. An APK designed specifically for navigation use 
could be greatly improved over the multi-purpose device described here. 
The further development required is straightforward and routine. 
(5) Data Recorder. The Data Recorder developed for the purpose 
of correlating geophysical measurements conveniently is widely appli¬ 
cable to precision navigation systems of any type. It offers a presenta¬ 
tion of line-of-position information from many sources simultaneously 
and on a precise expanded scale. In addition to providing a record of 
navigation data, it can be used as a convenient visual guide for a homing 
operation. 
Finally, it should be noted that the requirement of 100 feet posi¬ 
tional accuracy was chosen for the purposes of this report in order to 
emphasize the capabilities and limitations of the various instruments 
and techniques. In many applications, a positional accuracy of 1000 or 
1500 feet is sufficient.. For such cases, the capabilities of these methods 
must: be correspondingly increased, and. their limitations reduced. Fur¬ 
thermore, we know that even with existing navigation technique, a great 
deal of valuable information has been accumulated for both, geophysical 
and precision navigation purposes. The development and application of 
the methods considered here could result in a considerable advancement 
of both fields even if the improvement was only of the order of 10 times 
instead of the 100 times chosen as a requirement. 
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FIGURE 9 - SURVEY AREA SOUTHEAST OF NOVA 
SCOTIA 
Soundings in Fathoms - 3 Digit Numbers 
Relative Magnetic Intensity (Gammas) - 2 Digits 
1H2 LORAN Lines (Microseconds) - 4 Digits 
Acoustic Position Keeper Circles are Areas Corresponding 
to 3 Db. Beamwidth Reception for Inner Circle and 6 Db. 


